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SUMMARY The need of telecommunications operators to reduce Cap-
ital and Operational Expenditures in networks which traffic is continuously
growing has made them search for new alternatives to simplify and auto-
mate their procedures. Because of the different transport network segments
and multiple layers, the deployment of end-to-end services is a complex
task. Also, because of the multiple vendor existence, the control plane has
not been fully homogenized, making end-to-end connectivity services a
manual and slow process, and the allocation of computing resources across
the entire network a difficult task. The new massive capacity requested by
Data Centers and the new 5G connectivity services will urge for a better so-
lution to orchestrate the transport network and the distributed computing re-
sources. This article presents and demonstrates a Network Slicing solution
together with an end-to-end service orchestration for transport networks.
The Network Slicing solution permits the co-existence of virtual networks
(one per service) over the same physical network to ensure the specific ser-
vice requirements. The network orchestrator allows automated end-to-end
services across multi-layer multi-domain network segments making use of
the standard Transport API (TAPI) data model for both l0 and l2 layers.
Both solutions will allow to keep up with beyond 5G services and the higher
and faster demand of network and computing resources.
key words: software-defined networking (SDN), transport networks, net-
work function virtualization (NFV), network slicing

1. Introduction

Network telecommunications systems are a complex set of
different domains (e.g. mobile, fixed, core), each one with
its own requirements. At the same time, they must interact
with each other to transmit information from one point to an-
other and offer End-to-End (E2E) network services (NSs).
Nowadays the design of new networks is based on having
the maximum resource flexibility and efficiency possible,
evolving from a static network resource management -i.e.
services being manually deployed - to a dynamic fashion
[1], centralizing the transport networks control plane man-
agement and the computing resources allocation. Software-
Defined Networking (SDN) allows E2E provisioning of ser-
vices across multiple domains and layers (WDM, Ether-
net, MPLS...) within a single request and across the entire
network, enabling on-demand fast resource provisioning of
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NSs. Network Function Virtualization (NFV) makes use of
virtualization technologies -e.g. Virtual Machines (VMs) or
Containers- to efficiently manage virtualized network func-
tions (VNFs) on computing resources.

To improve the resource efficiency, Edge architecture
aims to complement Cloud architecture by placing small
scale Data Centers (DCs) with computing resources (pro-
cessing, memory and storage) in the access network do-
main instead of having all the resources in the core net-
work (cloud). Among other benefits, traffic congestion in
the transport networks is reduced and NSs with low-latency
requirements can be reached. Combining NFV with edge/-
cloud architectures improves the resources management and
the network flexibility. Using virtualization technologies
and the distributed DCs allows to deploy the NSs compo-
nents -i.e. a chain of VNFs- into the best DC available. De-
ploying the multiple VNFs of a NS in a distributed way rises
the necessity to interconnect them and create E2E NSs, this
is done using SDN on transport networks interconnecting
edge and cloud domains.

Networks are used by multiple verticals -i.e.sectors like
automotive, media, etc.- and so, there is the necessity to
ensure that each vertical’s requirements are fulfilled. Net-
work slicing allows the creation of virtual networks, each
dedicated to a specific service to accomplish the expected
requirements of all those verticals using the same physical
network. A Network Slice (referred to as Slice) is a chain
of interconnected NSs. Network Slicing was initially intro-
duced by NGNM [2] and 3GPP became one of the first orga-
nizations to propose an architecture in [3] for Network Slic-
ing. Finally, ETSI proposed to add the 3GPP Network Slic-
ing architecture inside the Operation Support Services and
Business Support Services (OSS/BSS) module in its NFV
architecture [4].

Applying all the previous solutions (edge/cloud com-
puting, distributed E2E NSs and Slices) on traditional net-
works is difficult due to the dynamic and flexible require-
ments. NFV allows to fulfill them through its management
and orchestration (MANO) architecture [5].

Transport networks comprise multiple network seg-
ments with different technologies (e.g. WDM, MPLS-TP,
Ethernet) and network layers. This makes control over the
network a very hard task, as the control plane of traditional
networks depends entirely on the manufacturer proprietary
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implementation.This way is nearly impossible to automate
the entire transport network, requiring, in most cases, direct
human intervention, making it a slow and complex process.

This is becoming a bigger issue each day, as user traf-
fic demand grows exponentially. Also, the adoption of vir-
tualization technologies in DCs and the dynamic nature of
its deployment and requirements of traffic flows, makes on-
demand, E2E, connectivity services over multi-layer and
multi-domain transport networks, a really useful and even
necessary step towards a more efficient network [6].

SDN is a group of technologies that aims to solve these
needs, enabling dynamic configuration of network devices.
It separates the concepts of the data plane (forwarding pro-
cess of data) from the control plane (routing process), and
gives the latter an interface to be dynamically modified by
external applications. Although the control of a segment
of the network is centralized on the SDN controller, in or-
der to provide the necessary orchestration between them, the
authors in [7] introduced an E2E Transport SDN controller
capable to orchestrate all the segments within the transport
network. In this paper, we have taken this concept further
relying on the SDN controller of each segment the path cal-
culation within its domain, leaving the E2E Transport SDN
controller only the responsibility of path computation be-
tween segments and orchestrating the provisioning at each
segment.

The objective of this article is to present a Network
Slicing solution over a NFV architecture that will allow
to properly control and orchestrate distributed computing
resources as well as an E2E SDN orchestrator for multi-
domain multi-layer transport networks. Both solutions use
multiple known interfaces and components such as Trans-
port API (TAPI), OpenDaylight (ODL), OpenStack, Kuber-
netes, etc. The whole architecture is first presented and
then validated in the CTTC ADRENALINE testbed, cov-
ering multiple transport network segments (edge, metro,
intra-DC, and vehicular) and providing an integrated real-
world solution to manage E2E network slices over multi-
layer multi-domain transport networks.

The article is organized as follows: Section 2 presents
the ADRENALINE testbed, where the previously intro-
duced architecture will be assessed. Sections 3 and 4 de-
scribe in detail the implementation of Network Slicing and
the SDN/NFV architecture, the standards used and the im-
provements made to the E2E Transport SDN controller. Af-
terwards, Sect. 5, shows the experimental validation of the
architecture in the ADRENALINE testbed by showing an
E2E Network Slice deployment process with inter-domain
links requested to the E2E Transport SDN controller. Fi-
nally, in Sect. 6 the conclusions are presented.

2. ADRENALINE Testbed

The ADRENALINE testbed has been developed as a disag-
gregated network model. This model allows a major flexibil-
ity and efficiency when managing networks because of the
separation of hardware and software. So, the system does

not depend on specific components and it becomes a white
box able to accept different elements for the same purpose.
It is designed following the latest technological standards
and architectures with optical/packet transport networks in-
tegrated with cloud/edge computing architectures (Fig. 1) or
the combination of SDN and NFV presented in Fig. 2.

2.1 Optical/Packet Transport Network and Cloud/Edge
Computing Architecture

Figure 1 presents the ADRENALINE physical architecture.
It is composed of the packet and optical transport networks
and the distributed computing resources.

The transport network of the testbed has a multi-layer
multi-domain architecture, composed of 4 packet transport
networks (PTN) and 1 photonic mesh network (PMN). The
packet domains cover the edge, metro, intra-DC and vehicu-
lar segments. There are 13 OpenFlow switches, deployed on
Commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware controlled by
Open vSwitch (OVS). To provide connectivity between the
optical and packet domains, five switches are equipped with
a tunable 10 Gb/s 10 gigabit small Form-factor Pluggable
(XFP) to access the PMN. A fix Small Form-factor Plug-
gable (SFP+) is used in the vehicular PTN to provide con-
nectivity to the 5GBARCELONA network, an open, global,
and neutral project for the validation and adopting of 5G
technologies and applications through tests in the real envi-
ronment of the city of Barcelona. A programmable SDN-
enabled Sliceable Bandwidth/bitrate variable transceiver (S-
BVT) [8] is also used to transmit multiple flows at variable
data rate, and different multicarrier technologies, OFDM or
discrete multi tone (DMT).

The optical domain is composed by a PMN and a pas-
sive optical network (PON). The PMN is equipped with
2 Reconfigurable optical add-drop multiplexer (ROADMs)
and 2 Optical cross connect (OXCs) nodes. They have 5
bidirectional flexi/fix grid Dense wavelength-division mul-
tiplexing (DWDM) amplified optical links up to 150 km,
deploying a total of 610 km of optical fiber. The PON is
equipped with a 19-core 25 km multi core fiber (MCF) and
a bundle of single mode fiber (SMF). The PMN is managed
by an Open Line System (OLS) controller, with an SDN
controller orchestrating both the OLS and the S-BVT, fol-
lowing a partial optical disaggregated architecture.

Regarding the computing resources placed alongside
the whole testbed network, Fig. 1 presents a combination
of Cloud/Edge computing nodes placed in different network
domains. In total there are seven Points of Presence (PoPs)
or DCs: a) Edge-DC1, Edge-DC3 and the Cloud-DC use
OpenStack installations, the first two are single-node (con-
troller and compute in one node) while the last one is a
multi-node (one controller and two compute nodes). b)
Edge-DC2, Edge-DC4, MEC-1 and MEC-2 use Kubernetes
installations, and in particular for the last two DCs, they also
have an OpenFlow switch as they designed to be used as
edge domain for a vehicular scenarios.

When using multiple and different technologies, there
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Fig. 1 ADRENALINE testbed physical network architecture.

Fig. 2 ADRENALINE testbed E2E transport SDN/NFV architecture.

is always a risk on whether they may conflict with each
other, but as the software used is quite well known and al-
ready used in deployment scenarios, the main difficulties
were related to the software compatibilities and the integra-
tion with the Service Platform to manage them.

2.2 SDN/NFV Control Orchestration Architecture

Figure 2 shows the SDN/NFV architecture used in the
ADRENALINE testbed following the NFV reference de-
fined in [9]. Based on this, the SDN/NFV architecture is
structured in two main blocks: the E2E Transport SDN

Transport controller to manage connectivity services across
packet/optical domains, and the NFV Service Platform (SP)
to manage network services and Slices.

Regarding the implementation of the NFV architecture
within the ADRENALINE testbed, on top of Fig. 2 there is
the NFV SP acting as the NFV-O and Virtual Network Func-
tion Manager (VNFM). The NFV SP is connected to other
two elements: the End-to-End Transport SDN Controller
previously presented acting as the WAN Infrastructure Man-
ager (WIM), and a set of Virtual Infrastructure Managers
(VIMs) to control the DC’s computing resources. With these
two elements, the selected NFV SP main features are: a)
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NFV elements management to control any related action
during the life cycle of either Slices, NSs, VNFs or Cloud-
native Network Functions (CNFs), b) Multi-VIM manage-
ment as the testbed has multiple PoPs based on two differ-
ent technologies -i.e. OpenStack for VMs and Kubernetes
for containers-, and c) End-to-end connectivity to create the
interconnection among different NFV elements based either
on VMs or containers deployed in different VIMs through
the E2E Transport SDN Controller.

The E2E Transport SDN controller is the entity respon-
sible of the life cycle management of the E2E transport con-
nectivity services, the composition and retrieval of the over-
all topology and the path computation services. It is a pro-
prietary implementation developed by CTTC based on the
IETF Application-Based Network Operations (ABNO) ar-
chitecture presented in [10]. It is based on a hierarchical
approach where the E2E Transport SDN controller orches-
trates the ODL controllers from the packet domains using
its own Application Programming Interface (API). It also
orchestrates the optical SDN controller, which at the same
time is the optical domain orchestrator.

The optical SDN controller (ABNO or ONOS) orches-
trates the optical domain managing the OLS, a proprietary
SDN optical controller, presented in [11] and [12], as well as
the agents for the optical lasers, following a optical partially
disaggregated model. The TAPI is used as the South-Bound
Interface (SBI) for the OLS controller and ABNO/ONOS,
as well as for the North-Bound Interface (NBI) of the E2E
transport SDN controller for the NFV SP.

3. End-to-End Network Slicing Orchestration for Dis-
tributed Cloud/Edge Computing Infrastructures

This section is divided into two main parts: firstly, the inter-
nal NFV SP elements are presented and secondly, the man-
agement and orchestration of the VIMs resources placed in
the multiple domains.

3.1 NFV Service Platform Architecture

Currently there are multiple NFV-O options available such
as as Open Source MANO (OSM), Open Automation
Network Platform (ONAP), NFV SONATA, etc. NFV
SONATA was selected as the testbed NFV-O due to the fol-
lowing reasons: 1) it can orchestrate multi-domain (edge/-
cloud) networks, 2) it is compatible with the E2E Transport
SDN Controller and 3) it has multiple features available -e.g.
network slicing-.

The SONATA SP architecture is detailed in [13], this
subsection focuses on two of its internal components. First,
the Network Slice Manager (NSM) and its internal archi-
tecture [14], the data objects to manage Slices and how this
component is integrated within the NFV SONATA SP. Sec-
ond, the WIM TAPI plugin for the IA component to be in-
tegrated into the network architecture presented in Sect. 2.1
and communicate with the E2E Transport SDN Controller.

3.1.1 Network Slice Manager

The NSM is in charge to manage any action related to Slices.
Its main features are:

• Shared NS: A 5G networks objective is an efficient re-
source management of the existing resources. Even
though each Slice is designed to be deployed for a spe-
cific service, there might be situations in which differ-
ent Slices might share NSs. When deploying a Slice
with a shared NS, the NSM must check if there are
deployed Slices with that NS. If so, the new Slice is
attached to the existing NS.

• Multi-VIM Deployment: A network is not anymore a
set of nodes interconnecting the user to the backbone
where there is a massive DC. Nowadays, networks tend
to distribute DCs from the access to the core domains
and all of them with an NFV/SDN architecture. The
Network Slice Manage must be able to deploy in dif-
ferent parts of a network [15] to create E2E Slices in a
multi-domain network.

• Hybrid Slices: Currently there are different technolo-
gies to create virtual network elements (e.g. Open-
Stack, Kubernetes). For this reason, the NSM must
manage the instantiation of NSs based on different vir-
tualization technologies [16].

• NS composition: Interconnecting NSs is the most es-
sential and complex feature as its evolution depends
on the three previous features. The NSM must con-
sider multiple factors to interconnect NSs: whether the
NS is shared, the virtualization technology (e.g. Hybrid
Slices) used, where to deploy each NS element (e.g.
Multi-VIM deployment), etc.

In order to manage the Slices life cycle, it is necessary
to define what is possible to deploy (available options) and
to register what is deployed (used options). To keep control
of these two questions, Network Slicing makes use of two
data objects:

• Network Slice Template (NST): Originally defined by
the GSMA [17] and later on adopted by the ETSI, it
contains the NSs list and how they are interconnected
among other information.

• Network Slice Instance (NSI): The deployments
records, each based on a NST. As defined in [18], it
keeps the information to manage the virtual resources
deployed in each VIM composing a Slice.

The NSM architecture has evolved in order to accom-
plish a correct integration with the other NFV SONATA SP
components. First, the local Data Bases (DBs) were re-
moved in order to push all the data safeness into the Cat-
alogue and Repositories modules, so the NSM could be
re-started without losing information if necessary. Further-
more, the NSM had to be integrated according to how NFV
SONATA SP works: any request and process must pass
through the Gatekeeper component which keeps control of
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all the asynchronous processes and adds certain security
level. Finally, to have the previously described features,
it was necessary to adapt the way a Slice was created de-
pending on the virtualization technology involved. Always
through the Gatekeeper module, the NSM had to: a) request
to the IA component the virtual links (VLs) creation in each
VIM to connect the NS instances, b) request, once the VLs
are ready, to the MANO Framework component to instan-
tiate the NSs composing the Slice and c) request to the IA
component (through the WIM Transport plugin) the creation
of the inter-domain VL (a service connectivity) to intercon-
nect the NSs to complete the E2E Slice. This last action hap-
pens only when the NSs are distributed in multiple VIMS.

3.1.2 WIM Transport API Plugin

Due to its NFV-O and VNFM functionalities, the NFV
SONATA SP has to interact with different VIMs and WIMs.
These elements will probably be based on different tech-
nologies, that is the reason for the IA module to exist. Lo-
cated in the lowest NFV SONATA SP architecture layer, it
has a SBI implementing different APIs to communicate with
different VIMs and WIMs. On the VIMs side, the IA gener-
ates HEAT, Neutron and Keystone templates to orchestrate
OpenStack resources, for DC networking and authentication
respectively. On the WIMs side, the IA makes use of the
WIM TAPI plugin to request the E2E Transport SDN Con-
troller the service connectivity creation to connect the NSs
placed in the different VIMs.

The WIM TAPI makes use of the Open Networking
Foundation (ONF) TAPI specification to create a Wide Area
Network (WAN) connection by focusing on the enforce-
ment of the E2E connectivity between PoPs [19]. To do
so, it is necessary to setup the networking connectivity be-
tween VNFs and WAN terminations by configuring the cor-
rect data flow with a VL over the physical infrastructure.

In the testbed network presented in Fig. 1, different
PoPs are connected to a fabric of SDN-controlled virtual
switches combined with several optical switches and man-
aged using a hierarchical SDN control plane with the E2E
Transport SDN Controller on the top. When the creation
of a connection between a VNF and a WAN termination is
requested through the WIM TAPI, the E2E Transport SDN
Controller receives the request with the Quality of Service
(QoS) requirements and establishes the path either on the
packet or the optical domain. As each WAN termination and
VNF connection is composed by two unidirectional flows, it
is possible to perform load-balancing or priority routing.

3.2 Management of Distributed Cloud/Edge Infrastructure
Combining VMs and Containers

Based on the available market options, the ADRENALINE
testbed has two different VIM software types installed in the
multiple PoPs presented in Sect. 2.1:

• OpenStack manages cloud computing resources in a

flexible and efficient way through the use of VMs,
which in the NFV environment are mapped as VNFs.

• Kubernetes makes use of containers to deploy the net-
work functions of a NS. The use of containers technol-
ogy instead of VMs lead to the concept of CNFs.

The NFV SP, is able to manage both VIMs types by
requesting (through the Gatekeeper) to the MANO Frame-
work and the IA components introduced in Sect. 3.1). These
two components contain a set of different plugins to com-
municate with the different VIMs and the WIM (3.1.2).

3.3 End-to-End Network Slicing Management Composing
Multiple NFV Network Services

The E2E Slice deployment follows the same actions either
if it is an Hybrid Slice [16] or not. Figure 3 shows the steps
to deploy an E2E Slice in a multi-VIM scenario: First, the
vertical requests the NSM within the NFV SP an E2E Slice
based on a NST (Fig. 3-(1)). Once the NSM receives the
request, it creates the NSI record and and completes it with
the NSs placement information (Fig. 3-(2)). With the NSI
ready, the NSM requests the SONATA SP MANO (MANO)
module the deployment of each NS (Fig. 3-(3)) specifying
where each VNF must be deployed -i.e. OpenStack VIM
(Fig. 3-(4/5)) or Kubernetes VIM (Fig. 3-(6/7))-. When a NS
is requested (Fig. 3-(8)), the NSM updates the NSI record
and follows with the missing NSs (Fig. 3-(3)) or it waits
until all are deployed (Fig. 3-(9)) to update the NSI record.
If the NSs are placed in different VIMs, then the NSM re-

Fig. 3 Network slice deployment.
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quests the SONATA SP IA and its internal WIM TAPI plu-
gin (IA-TAPI) to create the inter-domain links to connect the
NSs (Fig. 3-(10)), then the IA-TAPI requests (Fig. 3-(11))
the E2E Transport SDN Controller (WIM) to configure the
virtual links. The WIM, then follows the process described
in Sect. 4.4 and once they are done, the WIM answers back
to the IA-TAPI (Fig. 3-(12)) and this to the NSM (Fig. 3-
(13)). Finally the NSM, updates the NSI record (Fig. 3-(14))
and informs the vertical (Fig. 3-(15)).

The previous process involves a Slice with a VNF-
based NSs. When deploying an Hybrid Slice (VNFs or
CNFs composing NSs) and once VNFs and CNFs become
VMs and containers respectively, it must be considered how
each technology works in order to interconnect them. As
described in Sect. 3.2, a VM is independent from other VMs
(e.g. each VM has its own IP address) but containers no (i.e.
containers are identified by port). Because of these reasons,
when deploying an Hybrid Slice it is important that all VNFs
are deployed before the CNFs in order to pass the correct
VMs information to the containers as done in [16].

4. End-to-End Transport SDN Orchestration for
Multi-Domain Transport Networks

The E2E Transport SDN controller provides E2E connectiv-
ity to support the NFV SP services, among others.

4.1 End-to-End Transport SDN Controller Architecture

The TAPI-enabled SDN controller architecture is organized
in different components, depicted in Fig. 4, which are the
following:

• Connectivity Service Orchestrator (CSO): It handles
the requests from the NBI coming from the NFV-O.
It process the solicited TAPI service and manages the
required workflow making requests to the other com-
ponents.

• Connection Manager: It handles the SBI requests the
controllers at his charge. It also keeps a database with
the state of the services and connections instantiated.

• Topology Manager: It handles the retrieval and storage
of all the information about the topology from SDN
controllers. It provides all the data available from the
domain controllers, e.g. nodes and ports available and

Fig. 4 E2E transport SDN controller architecture.

the technology provided (Ethernet, WDM...). The in-
ternal topology stored is based on the TAPI model.

• Virtual Network Topology Manager (VNTM): It han-
dles the creation of virtual links across the optical seg-
ments that connects packet networks.

• Path Computation Element (PCE): It handles the pro-
cess of finding the best multi-layer path across the dif-
ferent domains, taking into account the available band-
width at the inter-domain links. It performs domain se-
lection, as the actual computation and allocation of the
path within the domain are performed by the domain
controller. It is integrated as a TAPI-enabled compo-
nent, where the CSO gives the topology, and then asks
for a path, both as TAPI objects.

The Connection and Topology managers are extensible
modules using a plugin architecture. They are capable of
supporting multiple controllers like ODL, TAPI, and more.

4.2 Transport API (TAPI)

The ONF TAPI is a technology-independent information
model that enables interoperability with other SDN com-
ponents. It provides a common interface for SDN control
on layers 0, 1 and 2, defining a transport network common
model.

Technically, it is a model defined in UML/YANG for
multi-layer transport networks, with an API specified using
OpenAPI Specification (OAS) which provides HTTP end-
points for requests using the RESTCONF protocol. It pro-
vide consumers with the following features:

• Topology services: It allows the retrieval of the topol-
ogy information from the SDN controllers and export
to upper components, in terms of nodes, ports and
links.

• Connectivity services: It allows the request, update,
delete and retrieval of connectivity services over the
transport network.

• Notification services: It allows subscription to con-
troller notifications such as state changes or failures.

• Path computation services: It allows path computation
services across the transport network.

• Virtual network services: It allows the creation of vir-
tual network topologies inside the transport network.

Although the Notification and Virtual network services are
not implemented in this architecture, the most important fea-
tures of the other services are implemented and sufficiently
support the workflows needed. It is also extensible, as aug-
mentations can be defined to add more information to any
part of the topology (node, link, port... etc).

4.3 Topology Retrieval, Abstraction and Exposure

Figure 5 shows the composition of the internal topologies.
At start (step 1), the Topology Manager initializes the con-
troller plugins (step 2), get the topologies from the SDN
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Fig. 5 Initialization workflow.

controllers and stores them in the internal database of the
Topology Manager (steps 3, 4). These plugins act as an in-
terface to the SDN controllers that the Topology Manager
can interact with, translating its data model to the TAPI
model of our controller and decoupling both systems. In
the ADRENALINE, two plugins have been developed: one
for the packet domain supporting the ODL API, a Remote
Procedure Call (RPC) based on HTTP protocol; another one
to interact with the optical SDN controller based on TAPI.
The internal topology based on the TAPI model is expressed
in terms of nodes and links. Nodes aggregate Node Edge
Points (NEPs) acting as node ports. They contain infor-
mation about whether it has Service Interface Points (SIPs)
mapped, and information about the protocol they support. In
the case of DWDM, they can be augmented with a standard
extension specifying the upper and lower frequency of each
slot, the grid type and the granularity. Links interconnect
two nodes and terminate on NEPs, which may be mapped to
one or more SIPs at edge of network. The SIPs are the end-
points where a connectivity service can be requested from,
one for input and output directions of the NEP. As SIPs are a
TAPI concept, when retrieving the topology from SDN con-
trollers with other data models (as with ODL domains), they
have to be generated from the NEPs/ports retrieved.

After the domain topologies have been retrieved and
translated into the internal TAPI model, two additional
topologies are created. One multi-domain topology contain-
ing all the lower domains and the inter-domain links (step
5), creating a global view of the packet and optical trans-
port network. Inter-domain links are defined by means of a
static configuration file. These inter-domain links can be of
different priorities, to prioritize the use of some in detriment
of others when calculating inter-domain routes. Also, an ab-
stract topology is composed (step 6) by all the lower-domain
SDN controllers and the inter-domain links, but where each
domain is seen as a single node, allowing to an easier and
faster path computation between the endpoints.

Figure 6 shows how the abstract topology is seen in
ADRENALINE. It is composed by each of the domains
seen as a single node. This node-domain contains all nodes,

Fig. 6 Adrenaline abstract multi-layer and multi-domain TAPI topology.

Fig. 7 Connectivity service provisioning workflow.

NEPs and SIPs of the same domain aggregated into it.

4.4 End-to-End Transport Connectivity Service Manage-
ment

Figure 7 shows how a typical connectivity service is provi-
sioned along the transport network.

A request for the provisioning, between two SIPs, of
a connectivity service coming from a user (NFV-O or an-
other TAPI-capable user) is received through the NBI (step
1). The CSO, the main module, receives the request and
calls the other modules as needed. First, the CSO requests
the PCE to compute a multi-domain multi-layer path be-
tween the SIPs that is capable of supporting the bandwidth
requested, using the “ tapi−path−computation:input” object
(step 2). The PCE processes the request using the abstract
topology given by the CSO and returns a path between the
domains (step 3). Then, the CSO segments the computed
multi-layer path into domain segments, specifying for each
segment (packet or optical) the associated SIPs. If the route
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Fig. 8 Network slice deployment.

returned by the PCE has an optical segment, the CSO then
asks the VNTM to provision the virtual link (step 4). First,
the VNTM calls the Connection Manager to request the pro-
visioning of the optical connection, specifying the associ-
ated SIPs (step 5). Then, the VNTM calls the Toplogy Man-
ager to create a new virtual link between the NEPs of the
packet domains connected by the provisioned optical con-
nection, containing the bandwidth needed for the virtual link
(steps 7, 8). Then, the CSO, asks the Connection Manager
again to provision the rest of packet connections to the in-
volved SDN controllers along the calculated route, speci-
fying for each packet segment the associated SIPs (steps
10, 11). Those SIPs need to be translated into the for-
mat the SDN controller data model understands, in case
they are not TAPI-enabled. Finally, if all the packet con-
nections were properly provisioned at their respective do-
mains, the response is given to the NFV-O, the topologies
are again retrieved and the internal and abstract multi-layer
multi-domain topologies are updated (steps 12-18).

In this way, a multi-domain E2E service can be provi-
sioned, relying on the SDN controllers responsibility to ef-
fectively provision the connection at its segment. The E2E
Transport SDN controller is then accountable for path com-
putation and connectivity between domains. The E2E ser-
vice can also be multi-layer, as each SDN controller is re-
sponsible of the specifics of the connection on its domain
and optical links are abstracted to appear as packet links.

5. Experimental Validation

Having described the ADRENALINE architecture in
Sect. 2, this section presents the experimental validations for
the processes in Figs. 3 and 7.

The specifications of each node in the architectures of
Sects. 2.1 and 2.2 are: the NFV SONATA SP has Ubuntu
16.04.5 LTS with an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2603 v4 @
1.70 GHz, 32 GB of RAM and 1TB of storage disk. All the
nodes with computing resources placed in the Core or Edge
DCs have Centos 7 with an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2420
0 @ 1.90 GHz CPU, 64 GB of RAM and 2 TB of disk stor-
age. The OpenStack version is Pike while the Kubernetes
version is the v1.16.1.

5.1 Network Slicing Service Validation

Figure 8 presents the deployment procedure of a Slice with
three NSs placed across the Edge-DC1 and the Cloud DC
described in Sect. 2.1. The vertical requests the NSM (us-
ing the Portal and through the Gatekeeper) an E2E Slice
based on a NST (Fig. 8(1)). The NSM gets the NST de-
scriptor, processes the request to create the NSI record and
saves it into the Repositories in less than 17s (Fig. 8(2)).
With the NSI record ready, the NSM takes around 80s
(Fig. 8(3)) to request: the VLs creation (/slices/networks)
to connect the VMs; the NSs deployment (/requests) to
create the VMs in the correct VIM; and finally, the NSI
record (/records/nsir/ns-instances/...) update. While deploy-
ing, the NSM keeps checking that all the NSs are ready
(Fig. 8(4)). Once ready, after around 409s, the NSM re-
quests the IA (through the Gatekeeper) all the necessary
inter-domain links creation. Then, the IA uses the WIM
TAPI Plugin to request the E2E SDN Controller to create
the inter-domain links over the physical network, requiring
around 11s to do it (Fig. 8(5)). Finally, when the E2E Slice
is ready, the NSM updates the NSI information and informs
the Gatekeeper that the whole process is done (Fig. 8(6)).
The whole process took 516 seconds -i.e. 8 min and 36
seconds- to deploy 3 NSs composed by 2VNFs each -i.e.
6 VMs- placed in different VIMs and to interconnect them.

5.2 Transport Connectivity Service Validation

The establishment of a connectivity service between the
intra-DC and the edge PTNs is going to be validated. At
the initialization of the E2E Transport SDN controller, it re-
trieves the topologies configured to be responsible of. In
Fig. 9(A) (corresponds to Fig. 5) the wireshark capture of
the message exchange between the SDN controllers and the
E2E Transport SDN controller is showed. It can be observed
that initialization requires around 2.5 seconds in order to re-
trieve all the topologies.

Figure 10 shows the connectivity service requested by
the NFV SONATA SP. The service provided should be ca-
pable of supporting 1 GBPS. It shows the extension “cttc-
ext:match”, introduced in Sect. 4.2, to be compatible with
the ODL API. It allows to describe a flow between two IP
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Fig. 9 Topology retrieval (A) and connectivity service (B)

Fig. 10 TAPI connectivity service request.

client addresses, thus making both endpoints visible to each
other. The direction of the service should be bidirectional
and within Ethernet standard. The workflow expected is
shown in Fig. 7.

The NFV SONATA SP requests a TAPI connectiv-
ity service using the “restconf/operations/tapi-connectivity:
create-connectivity-service” HTTP URI. Once received, the
CSO first asks the PCE to compute a path between the SIPs,
using the abstract topology, ensuring the inter-domain links
are capable of supporting the bandwidth requested (1 GBPS
in this case). A inter-domain path is feasible, going through
the Metro PMN.

The CSO requests the VNTM to provision the opti-
cal link (by means of the Connection Manager), shown in
Fig. 9(B) (corresponds to Fig. 7), and also to create a vir-
tual link that goes through the Metro PMN. The CSO then
asks the Connection Manager to provision the connection at
each of the packet domains the path computed traverse. This
way, a multi-layer, and multi-domain connectivity service is
finally provisioned. As seen in Fig. 9(B), all three connec-
tions are requested and performed in 3.5 seconds; 0.9 for the
Metro PMN, 0.1 for the Edge PTN and 0.07 for the Intra-
DC PTN, while the rest 2.4 seconds are spent on internal

processing.

6. Conclusions

We have introduced a solution to orchestrate edge/cloud
computing resources capable of services using NFV orches-
tration and network slicing technologies. First an E2E Slice
deployment process has been presented as an efficient net-
work and computing resources management solution, taking
less than 10 minutes to have all network functionalities de-
ployed and ready to be used, using its own virtual network.
To be able to deploy these E2E services on multi-layer and
multi-domain networks, an E2E Transport SDN controller
has also been demonstrated, deploying the connectivity ser-
vice in less than 4 seconds.

To assess the reliability of these technologies, this arti-
cle has presented the ADRENALINE testbed, a multi-layer
SDN transport network to connect a multi-domain edge/-
cloud computing architecture. The testbed also contains a
Network Slicing solution over an NFV architecture to man-
age and orchestrate E2E Network Slices with virtual ser-
vices distributed in multiple DCs and using different vir-
tualization technologies. Both solutions have been proved
useful and feasible on a multi-layer and multi-domain trans-
port network, ready to be deployed to support the new 5G
services and architecture.
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